Abstract. As sensor networks increase in size and number, efficient techniques are required to process the very large data sets that they generate. Frequently, sensor networks monitor objects in motion within their vicinity; the data associated with the movement of these objects are known as kinetic data. In an earlier paper we introduced an algorithm which, given a set of sensor observations, losslessly compresses this data to a size that is within a constant factor of the asymptotically optimal joint entropy bound. In this paper we present an efficient algorithm for answering spatio-temporal range queries. Our algorithm operates on a compressed representation of the data, without the need to decompress it. We analyze the efficiency of our algorithm in terms of a natural measure of information content, the joint entropy of the sensor outputs. We show that with space roughly equal to entropy, queries can be answered in time that is roughly logarithmic in entropy. In addition, we show experimentally that on real-world data our range searching structures use less space and have faster query times than the naive versions. These results represent the first solutions to range searching problems over compressed kinetic sensor data.
Introduction
Sensor networks and the data they collect have become increasingly prevalent. They are frequently employed to observe objects in motion and are used to record traffic data [14, 23] , observe wildlife migration patterns [20, 25] , and observe motion from many other settings [2] . In order to perform accurate statistical analyses of this data over arbitrary periods of time, the data must be faithfully recorded and stored. For example, a large sensor network observing a city's traffic patterns may generate gigabytes of data each day [14] . The vast quantities of such data necessitate compression of the sensor observations, yet analyses of these observations is desirable. Ideally, such analysis should operate over the compressed data without the need to decompress it. In order to perform statistical analyses of the data, it is often desirable that retrieval queries be supported. In this paper, we present the first data structure and algorithms for answering range searching queries over compressed data streams arising from large sensor networks.
In an earlier paper [10] , we presented an algorithm for losslessly compressing kinetic sensor data and a framework for analyzing its performance. (See Section 2 for a brief introduction.) We assume that we are given a set of sensors, which are at fixed locations in a space of constant dimension (our results apply generally to metric spaces of constant doubling dimension [18] .) These sensors monitor the movement of a number of kinetic objects. Each sensor monitors an associated region of space, and at regular time steps it records an occupancy count of the number of objects passing through its region. Over time, each sensor produces a string of occupancy counts; the problem considered in [10] is how to compress all these strings.
Previous compression of sensor data in the literature has focused largely on approximation algorithms in the streaming model or lossy compression of the data. We consider lossless compression. This is often more appropriate in scientific contexts, where analysis is performed after the data has been collected and accurate results are required. Lossless compression algorithms have been studied in the single-string setting [16, 22, 27, 28] but remain mostly unstudied in a sensor-based setting [10] .
In order to query observed sensor data, which ranges over time and space, we need to consider both temporal and spatial queries. Temporal range queries are given a time interval and return an aggregation of the observations over that interval. Spatial range queries are given some region of space (e.g., a rectangle, sphere, or halfplane) and return an aggregation of the observations within that region. Spatio-temporal range queries generalize these by returning an aggregation restricted by both a temporal and a spatial range. We assume that occupancy counts are taken from a commutative semigroup of fixed size, and the result is a semigroup sum over the range. There are many different data structures for range searching (on uncompressed data), depending on the properties of the underlying space, the nature of the ranges, properties of the semigroup, and whether approximation is allowed [1] .
We present data structures for storing compressed sensor data and algorithms for performing spatio-temporal range queries over these data. We analyze the quality of these range searching algorithms in terms of both time and space by considering the information content of the set of sensor outputs. There are two well-known ways in which to define the information content of a string, classical statistical (Shannon) entropy and empirical entropy. Statistical entropy [24] is defined under the assumption that the source X is drawn from a stationary, ergodic random process. The normalized statistical entropy, denoted H(X), provides a lower bound on the number of bits needed to encode a character of X. In Table 1 . Time and space bounds for temporal range searching and ε-approximate spatio-temporal range searching for fat convex ranges in R d . S is the number of sensors in the network, T is the length of the observation period, and Enc(X) and Enc(X) denote the sizes of the compressed representations for single sensor stream (for temporal range searching) and sensor system (for spatio-temporal range searching), respectively.
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contrast, the empirical entropy [17, 19] , denoted H k (X), while similar in spirit to the statistical entropy, assumes no underlying random process and relies only on the observed string and the context of the most recent k characters. These definitions and distinctions are discussed in more detail in a companion paper [11] . Previously, random access or pattern matching queries over compressed text (without relying on decompression) have been studied in the context of strings [3, 8, 9, 13] and XML files [7] . For example, Ferragina and Venturini [9] show that it is possible to retrieve a substring (indexed by start and end times) in the compressed text with query time equal to O(1 + log T ) where is the length of the substring and T is the length of the string X. Their space requirement is T · H k (X) + o(T ) bits. Their data structure allows substring queries, which are very different from semigroup range searching queries, which we consider here. For surveys of this area see [6, 15, 21] .
In this paper we present the first range query results over compressed kinetic sensor data. Specifically, we consider the problems of temporal range searching and spatio-temporal range searching for fat convex ranges (e.g. spheres, rectangles with low aspect ratio, etc. [4] ).
As mentioned earlier, we analyze our algorithms in terms of the joint entropy of the sensor outputs. The preprocessing makes only one pass over the compressed data, and thus it can be performed as the data are collected. The query bounds are logarithmic in the input size. The space bounds, given in bits, match the entropy lower bound up to constant factors. Specific bounds are given in Table 1 .
In addition to theoretical results, we present experimental evaluation of our temporal range searching structure. These results show that, in addition to being theoretically efficient, our data structure offers a roughly 50-fold improvement in space. These improvements increase as the data sets become larger. Both our temporal and spatio-temporal data structures are quite practical, being based on very simple data structures (tries, binary trees, and quadtrees, in particular).
Framework for Kinetic Sensor Data
In an earlier paper [10] we introduced a framework and a lossless compression scheme for discrete kinetic data observed by a sensor network. This framework will be used as a basis for the results of this paper. We begin with some basic definitions about the structure of the sensor network and the associated observed data streams. Consider a static sensor network with S sensors, monitoring the motion of a collection of moving objects. Let P be a point set indicating the sensor locations. All sensors are assumed to operate over T synchronized time steps. Each sensor observes the motion of objects in some region surrounding it, and records an occupancy count indicating the number of objects passing within its region during the observed time step. No assumptions are made about the nature of the point motion nor the nature of the sensor regions.
Central to our framework is the notion that each sensor's output is statistically dependent on a relatively small number of nearby sensors. For some point p ∈ P , let NN m (p) ⊆ P be the m nearest neighbors of p. Sensors i and j with associated sensor positions p i , p j ∈ P are said to be mutually m-close if p i ∈ NN m (p j ) and p j ∈ NN m (p i ). For a constant m, a sensor system is said to be m-local if all pairs of sensors that are not mutually m-close are statistically independent.
In [10] we introduced a compression algorithm, PartitionCompress, which operates on an m-local sensor system. It compresses the sensor outputs to within a constant factor c (depending on dimension) of the optimal joint entropy bound. Intuitively, the compression algorithm is based on the following idea. If two sensor streams are statistically independent, they may be compressed independently from each other. If not, optimal compression can only be achieved if they are compressed jointly. The algorithm works by compressing the outputs from clusters of nearest neighbor groups together, as if they were a single stream. In order to obtain the desired compression bounds, these clusters must be sufficiently well separated so that any two mutually m-close sensors are in the same cluster. PartitionCompress partitions the points into a constant number c (independent of m but depending on dimension) of subsets for which this is true and then compresses clusters together to take advantage of local dependencies. The compression of a single cluster may be performed using any string compression algorithm; to obtain the near optimal bound, this algorithm must compress streams to their optimal entropy bound. It is shown in a companion paper [11] that LZ78, the Lempel-Ziv dictionary compression algorithm [28] , is sufficient for our purposes.
For the rest of the paper, we will use Enc alg (X) to denote the length of the encoded set of sensor outputs X, where alg specifies the string compressor used by the compression algorithm of [10] . Since LZ78 will suffice, let Enc(X) = Enc LZ78 (X). In [11] , it is shown that Enc(X) is on the order of the optimal space bound when analyzed in terms of either the statistical or empirical entropy.
Temporal Range Searching
In this section we describe a data structure that answers temporal range searching queries over a single compressed sensor stream. Let X be a sequence of sensor counts over time period [1, T ] , which will be compressed and preprocessed into a data structure so that given any temporal range [t 0 , t 1 ] ∈ [1, T ], the aggregated count over that time period can be calculated efficiently. We assume that the individual sensor counts are drawn from a semigroup, and the sum is taken over this semigroup. The space used by the data structure (in bits) will be asymptotically equal to that of the compressed string, and the query time will be logarithmic in T . Here is the main result of this section. Recall that, given string X, Enc(X) denotes the length of the compressed encoding of X.
Theorem 1.
There exists a temporal range searching data structure, which given string X over a time period of length T , can be built in time O(Enc(X)), achieves query time O(log T ), and uses space O(Enc(X)) bits.
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving this theorem. Here we consider the simpler special case where the semigroup is in fact a group, which means that both addition and subtraction of weights are allowed. The semigroup case involves a more sophisticated data structure; that description and the full proofs for this section can be found in [12] .
We begin by describing the preprocessing for our data structure in the group context, where subtraction of counts is allowed. First, the given sequence X is compressed using the LZ78 compression algorithm and the standard accompanying trie (also known as a dictionary) containing nodes that represent words is created [28] . We begin with a short overview of this algorithm. LZ78 scans over the input, putting characters into a trie so that each edge in the trie represents a single character. As the string is scanned from beginning to end, the prefix is looked up in the trie and the most recent character is added to that path in the trie. The resulting word is added to the compressed version of the string by simply storing a pointer to the bottom most node of the path in the dictionary. Let d be the number of words in the dictionary. Each word in the dictionary (possibly excepting the last) is used in the compressed version of the string exactly once. In addition, each word in the dictionary was generated only after all prefixes had previously been added, so the trie is prefix-complete [8] . We will make use of the fact, proved in a companion paper [11] , that d log d = Enc(X).
Let us now discuss our preprocessing of the stream X. It involves two phases. The first takes place during the single scan through the input. The data are compressed using LZ78 compression, the associated trie is created, and pointers to word endings (called anchor points) are stored. Additionally, the aggregated value of each word (e.g. the sum of its component counts, or the word sum) is added to the associated node in the dictionary. This value can be found by adding the count at the current node to its parent's stored aggregated value as each letter is added to an existing word in the trie. This phase takes time O(T ) and we will refer to the result of this phase as the compressed form of the input.
The second phase, which is the one we will analyze for its additional noncompression related time, consists of creating a binary search tree over the anchor points and initializing auxiliary data structures. Building a binary search tree over the anchor points (stored already sorted by word start time) requires O(d) time, since there are d words and each has one associated anchor point. Additionally, we create an aggregation tree over the aggregate word values, so that aggregate values of consecutive words can be easily found when considering The corresponding binary search tree based on word start times that also contains aggregated sums for the words contained in each node's subtree.
substrings. This takes time O(d) when created as an annotation to the existing binary search tree. Finally, we will later need access to a level ancestor data structure, which can be built in O(d) time [5] .
Lemma 1. Assuming that the input is given in compressed form, temporal range searching takes preprocessing time O(d) = O(Enc(X)).
Next we describe query processing. Each temporal query can be categorized as either internal or overlapping depending on whether the query interval overlaps one word or multiple words, respectively. Internal queries implicitly divide a word into a prefix, query region, and suffix. Since the trie is prefix-complete, all prefix aggregations are stored in our annotated trie and can be retrieved in O(1) time using these annotations and the level-ancestor data structure. Entire word aggregate values can be retrieved as a group using the annotated binary search tree created over the aggregate word values. Using these basic retrieval systems, internal queries can be found by subtracting the prefix and suffix values from the word total and overlapping queries can be determined by adding the suffix, complete word sums, and prefix values. The running time is dominated by the O(log d) time needed to lookup which word(s) overlap the given temporal query using a binary search over the sorted anchor points, and the O(log d) complete words that might be summed using the aggregation tree for overlapping queries.
Lemma 2. The query time for temporal range searching in the group setting is O(log d) = O(log T ).
Finally, we consider the total number of bits of space used in this process. The storage of the anchor points requires space d and the annotated dictionary takes space d. Under our assumption that the group is of fixed size, the largest sum that can be achieved during this process is O(T ). These sums annotate dictionary words, so the modified dictionary takes space at most
. In addition, we make use of an auxiliary data structure to solve the level ancestor problem [5] . This data structure requires storage only of the tree, O(d) pointers to nodes in the tree, and a table of O(d) encoded subtrees that each take O(log d) space. Thus, the total size required by this auxiliary data structure is also O(d log d).
Lemma 3. The total space in bits required for our temporal range structure in the group setting is O(d log d) = O(Enc(X)).
Spatio-temporal Range Searching
In this section we consider how to extend the results of the previous section on temporal range searching on a single string to range searching for a sensor system, in which queries include both the spatial and temporal components of the data. We assume that we are given an m-local sensor system with S sensors. Each sensor is identified with its location p i in space and a stream X i of occupancy counts over some common time interval [1, T ] . We assume that the sensors reside in real d-dimensional space, R d , where d is a constant. Our approach can be generalized to metric spaces with constant doubling dimension. We model each sensor's location as a point, and the answer to a range query consists of the sensors whose associated point lies within the query region. Let P and X denote the sets of sensor locations and observation streams, respectively.
Define a spatio-temporal range query to be a pair (Q, [t 0 , t 1 ]) consisting of a geometric query range Q from some space Q of allowable ranges (e.g., rectangles, balls, or halfspaces) and a time interval
The problem is to compute the sum of the occupancy counts of the sensors whose locations lie within the range, that is, P ∩ Q, over the given time interval. In general, the occupancy counts are assumed to be drawn from a commutative semigroup, and the sum is taken over this semigroup. The remainder of this section is devoted to proving the following theorem, which shows that approximate spherical spatio-temporal range queries can be answered efficiently. In fact, these techniques hold for all fat convex ranges, but for simplicity of presentation we will limit ourselves to the spherical case here. (Proofs can be found in [12] .)
Theorem 2. There exists a data structure for answering ε-approximate spatiotemporal spherical range queries for an S-element m-local sensor system X in R d for all sufficiently long time intervals T with preprocessing time O(Enc(X)), query time O(((1/ε d−1 ) + log S) log T ), and space O(Enc(X) log S) bits.
Rather than considering a particular range searching problem, we will show that the above problem can be reduced to a generalization of classical range searching.
To motivate this reduction, we recall that the compression algorithm presented in [10] groups sensors into clusters, and the sensor outputs within each cluster are then compressed jointly. In order to answer range queries efficiently, it will be necessary to classify each such cluster as lying entirely inside the range, outside the range, or overlapping the range's boundary. In the last case, we will need to further investigate the cluster's internal structure. Efficiency therefore is dependent on the number of clusters that overlap the range's boundary. We will exploit spatial properties of the clusters as defined in [10] to achieve this efficiency. To encapsulate this notion abstractly, we introduce the problem of range searching over clumps, in which the points are replaced by balls having certain separation properties. Eventually, we will show how to adapt the BBD-tree structure [4] to answer approximate range queries in this context. Given any metric space of constant dimension, a set of clumps is defined to be a finite set C of balls that satisfies the following packing property for some constant γ (depending possibly on dimension): Given any metric ball b of radius r, the number of clumps of C of radius r that have a nonempty intersection with b is at most O ((1 + (r/r )) γ ). Given a range shape Q, a clump may either lie entirely within Q, entirely outside Q, or may intersect the boundary of Q. In the last case, we say that the clump is stabbed by Q.
The relevance of the notion of clumps to our setting is established in the following lemma. The lemma states that the clusters of sensors within a single partition created by the PartitionCompress algorithm of [10] , when associated with a bounding ball, form a set of clumps. The PartitionCompress algorithm partitions the sensor point set P into a constant number of groups, P 1 , . . . , P c (where c depends only on the dimension of the space). Each group P i is further partitioned into subsets, called clusters, such that if two sensors are in different clusters then their outputs are independent of each other. Given a ball b and real ϕ > 0, let ϕ b denote the ball concentric with b whose radius is a factor of ϕ times the radius of b.
Lemma 4.
Given a point set P , let P ⊆ P be any of the groups generated by the PartitionCompress algorithm, and let P 1 , . . . , P h denote the associated set of clusters for this group. Then there exists a set of balls C = {b 1 , . . . , b h } that form a set of clumps such that
The proof of this lemma (given in [12] ) relies on the observation that We define the problem of range searching among clumps as follows: Given a space Q of allowable ranges and a set C of clumps, each of which is associated with a numeric weight from some commutative semigroup, preprocess the clumps into a collection of subsets, called generators, such that given any query range Q ∈ Q, it is possible to report (1) a subset of these generators that form a disjoint cover of the clumps lying wholly within Q and (2) the subset of clumps that Q stabs. The total space requirements of a data structure for the range searching problem over clumps is the sum of space needed to represent the generators and the clumps, together with the space needed for storing the index structure needed to answer queries. The query time includes number of generators and stabbed clumps returned, plus the time to compute them.
Many data structures used in range searching are based on partition trees [1] . In such data structures, space is recursively subdivided into regions and the points are partitioned among these regions, until each region contains a single point. Each node of the tree is associated with a generator corresponding to the elements of the point set that lie in the leaves descended from this node. Our main result shows that, given a partition-tree based solution to the problem of range-searching among clumps, we can use such a structure to answer spatiotemporal range queries. This is done by adding an auxiliary data structure to each of the nodes of the tree to answer the temporal queries. Observe that we can generalize the notion of ε-approximate range searching to approximate range searching over clumps. To do so we define two ranges Q − and Q + , representing the inner and outer approximate ranges. For example, in the case of spherical range searching, given a query ball Q, we define Q − = Q and Q + to be the ball concentric with Q but whose radius is scaled relative to Q's radius by a factor of (1 + ε). (See Arya and Mount [4] for further details.) If a generator lies entirely within Q + its points may be counted as lying within the approximate range, if it lies entirely outside of Q − , its points may be considered to lie outside the approximate range. A clump is classified as being stabbed by Q if and only if it has a nonempty intersection with both Q − and the complement of Q + . It is easy to show that such a clump has diameter Ω(ε · diam(Q)) [4] . By the packing property of clumps, the number of such clumps is O(1/ε γ ), where the parameter γ depends only on the dimension of the space. We conclude by remarking that it is relatively easy to generalize many standard approximate range searching data structures based on hierarchical partitioning to answer range searching over clumps. We present one example based on the BBD-tree data structure of [4] . By applying Lemma 5 to the above data structure, it follows that we can answer ε-approximate spherical range searching queries for a sensor system of size S over a time period of length T with preprocessing time O((S log 2 S) + Enc(X)), query time O(((1/ε d−1 ) + log S) log T ), and space O((S · (prec(C) + log S) + Enc(X) log S) bits, where prec(C) denotes the maximum number of bits of precision in the geometric coordinates used to define C. Under the assumption that T is sufficiently large that the encoding space dominates over time-invariant quantities, this completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Fig. 3. Left:
The space used by the raw data in comparison to that used by the temporal range structure shown for varying numbers of days of data. Note that the size is shown in a logarithmic scale. As the number of days increase, the space saving increases as well. Right: Average temporal query times for 100 randomly chosen queries for each interval length. Query times for two methods are shown; one using the temporal range structure and one using a naive method that simply aggregates values one by one.
Experimental Results
In addition to the theoretical analysis of the range searching results presented here, we evaluated the temporal range searching structure experimentally. Using a data set provided by the Mitsubishi Electronic Research Laboratory (MERL) [26] consisting of activation times for sensors located in the hallways of their building, we analyzed three aspects of our data structure's performance; locality, space, and time. In short, we found that our assumption that sensors closer to each other are more likely to have similar outputs was correct and that our data structure was able to use less space than a naive structure while providing faster query times. In the rest of this section, we describe the data set and our experimental methods in greater detail.
The MERL data set consists of activation times, representing people moving, for 213 sensors. These activation times are given with epoch start and end times. Using these start times, and noting that each activation lasted approximately one second, we translated these activation times into streams of data for each sensor in the form described earlier. Each activation is represented by a count of one and seconds in which no activations were reported are represented by a count of zero. These streams are associated with sensors whose locations are known and relationships are shown in a building map. Using this map, we create a graph in which neighboring sensors are connected by an edge with weight one.
In order to evaluate our assumption that nearby sensors are more likely to have related outputs, we compared the distance between a single sensor (sensor 369, a sensor in the middle of a hallway) to the pairwise joint entropy of that sensor and all other sensors' outputs. Distance was computed as the shortest path distance within the neighborhood graph described earlier, and the joint entropy considered was an empirical generalization of joint entropy [11] with a window size of 10 seconds. The average joint entropy for each distance is shown in Figure 2 . The graph shows that those sensors in the neighborhood near sensor 369, those less than distance five away, have outputs with lower joint entropy. After this local neighborhood, the joint entropy raises to a relatively constant threshold for the majority of distances, and finally raises again for far away sensors. The outlying points at distances 8 and 18 represent comparisons with sensors in the unusual areas near the elevators and lunch room, respectively.
We considered the storage space for the sensor data streams for the raw data (consisting of one value per second) versus the temporal range structures (specifically the annotated tries) written to files. The size taken over all sensors by each of these methods as it varies based on the number of days (in increments of 10) of data can be seen in Figure 3 . We call the ratio between the space used by the raw data and the space used by the temporal range structure the improvement ratio. The improvement ratio increases as the amount of data increases, ranging from a 14-fold improvement for 1 day to a 66-fold improvement for 80 days of data. This increase is likely caused by the observation of repeated patterns; the first observation must be stored in the annotated trie while later observations can simply extend existing patterns, taking less space.
Query time is considered for varying query interval lengths for 150 days of data (at 1 day intervals). We compare our temporal range searching method to the naive method that aggregates by linearly adding each count. Query times do not include the time to read in the file or, in the case of the temporal range structure, the one-time preprocessing cost. A graph showing the interval length versus the query time for each of these methods is given in Figure 3 . Each query time depicted on the graph represents the average of 100 randomly chosen queries of the given interval length. As the interval length increases, the temporal range structure's improvement over the naive method increases as well.
